A weekend in Lisbon, packed full of culture, coffee and cute places to visit

1. **MIRADOURO DE SÃO PEDRO DE ALCÂNTARA**
   Scenic Lookout
   A gorgeous viewpoint to view the city - incredible views
   R. de São Pedro de Alcântara, Lisboa, Lisboa

2. **MUSEU DO CHIADO (MNAC)**
   Art Museum
   Spread across two venues, a light airy space to see contemporary art or the sculpture garden
   Rua Serpa Pinto, nº 4 (Museu Nacional de Arte Contemporânea), Lisboa, Lisboa
   +351 21 343 2148 www.museuartecontemporanea.pt

3. **TABERNA IDEAL**
   Portuguese
   A cosy restaurant for tasty, flavourful Portuguese tapas
   R. da Esperança, 112, Lisboa, Lisboa
   +351 21 396 2744

4. **A TRAVESSA**
   Portuguese
   A romantic, quiet setting for a special candlelit dinner in the courtyard of an old 17th century convent
   Travessa do Convento das Bernardas 12, Lisboa, Lisboa
   +351 21 394 0800 atravessa.com

5. **MUDE - MUSEU DO DESIGN E DA MODA**
   Art Museum
   Housed in a cavernous former bank left in its raw, concrete beauty, this museum showcases design from the likes of Alvar Aalto, Ron Arad and Christian Dior
   R. Augusta, 24, Lisboa, Lisboa
   +351 21 888 6117 www.mude.pt

6. **A VIDA PORTUGUESA**
   Arts & Crafts
   A traditional Portuguese store to pick up a few souvenirs
   Rua Anchieta, 11, Lisboa, Lisboa
   +351 21 346 5073

7. **ENOTECA DE BELÉM**
   Winery
   A beautiful restaurant tucked down a back street away from the madding crowd
   Travessa de Marta Pinto, 6, Torre de Belém, Lisboa

8. **MONASTERIO DOS JERONIMOS**
   Other
   This vast monastery, a Unesco World Heritage Site, is a must visit
   R. de Belém, 84-92, Lisboa, Lisboa
   +351 21 363 7423 www.pasteisdebelem.pt

9. **CAFÉ DA GARAGEM**
   Café
   A lovely little gem of a place, away from all the tourists, with stunning views over Lisbon’s hills and quirky details such as receipts delivered in shoes!
   Rua da Costa do Castelo, 75, Lisboa, Lisboa
   +351 21 885 4190

10. **ELEVADOR DA GLÓRIA**
    Tram
    Get snapping those Lisbon trams!
    Calçada de São Julião, Lisboa, Lisboa
    +351 21 396 2744

11. **FÁBRICA DOS PASTÉIS DE BELÉM**
    Desserts
    The best pasteis de natas in Lisbon
    R. de Belém, 84-92, Lisboa, Lisboa
    +351 21 363 7423 www.pasteisdebelem.pt

12. **FUNDAÇÃO CALOUSTE GULBENKIAN**
    Museum
    A perfect place to while away an afternoon, whether it’s to see its architecture, wander around the gardens, catch an art show or take a coffee on the terrace
    Av. de Berna, 45 (217823000), Lisboa, Lisboa
    www.gulbenkian.pt

13. **A VIDA PORTUGUESA**
    Arts & Crafts
    A traditional Portuguese store to pick up a few souvenirs
    Rua Anchieta, 11, Lisboa, Lisboa
    +351 21 346 5073

14. **TABERNA DA RUA DAS FLORES**
    Portuguese
    A lovely local restaurant serving traditional fare
    R. das Flores, 103, Lisboa, Lisboa
    +351 21 347 9418

SIGN UP ON JAUNTFUL.COM TO MAKE YOUR OWN.